
When talking one-on-one
Do you find it hard to follow a conversation when 
chatting with a friend or relative?

When dining or in meetings
Do you have trouble hearing what is being said at 
family dinners or get-togethers?

When watching television
Do you miss words when you watch TV at normal 
volume?

When driving
Do you find it hard to hear in a noisy environment 
like for instance in your car?

This is the solution 
Superior sound
Do you remember the old cassette tapes? Along with 
the music came unwanted noise and complicated han-
dling. The sound technology in Maxi, however, is fully 
digital and uses the same technology as found in mod-
ern CD/DVD players. As a result, Maxi has crystal clear 
sound and can be used for hours without you growing 
tired of it.

Easy to use
Maxi is exceptionally user friendly. Its shape fits nicely on 
the table or in your hand, and the rubberized material 
makes it easy to grip. The controls are simple to use, even 
for those with impaired vision or dexterity problems. 

High quality
Maxi is designed by Bellman & Symfon of Sweden and 
comes with a two-year warranty.

Trouble hearing?
Having trouble hearing in some situations?

Discover Bellman® Audio Maxi



The difference.
Discover how Maxi can improve your hearing in everyday life.

How Maxi works
Maxi ś built-in microphone picks up 
and amplifies sounds using digital 
technology. You hear the sound 
through your headphones, ear-
phones or a neck loop if you are 
using hearing aids.

Maxi also has a built-in 
telecoil that works 
with inductive loop 
systems that are 
common in 
public areas.

When talking one-on-one



Headphones - for easy use 
Stereo headphones with superior sound quality. 
The  headphones are easy to use, foldable and 
very comfortable to wear.

Earphones - for a discrete look
Stereo earphones with excellent sound. The  ear-
phones are light-weight, discrete and delivers 
sound with high clarity and great detail.
 
Neck loop - for your hearing aid  
The neck loop sends sound to hearing aids equip-
ped with a telecoil. You can also place Maxi close 
to a speaker or connect it to the TV with the cable 
kit. Maxi will function as a remote amplified mi-
crophone and make the sound much clearer.  

When dining or in meetings

Cable Kit - for Hi-fi TV sound 
Use the cable kit to connect your Maxi to the TV 
and enjoy high quality sound in full stereo. 

If you push the M-button while listening, you 
can also hear people talking without removing 
your listening device.  

Tie-Clip Microphone
For meetings and easy TV-listening
Specifically developed for Maxi as an easy-to-setup
hearing solution in mono. Just place the micro-
phone close to the TV’s loudspeaker. The Tie-Clip 
Microphone can also be used at dinners or meet-
ings to improve hearing even further.  

A car is one of the hardest environments to con-
duct a conversation in. With Maxi the problem is 
history. Simply attach the tie-clip microphone on 
the person you want to talk to and enjoy every 
great conversation. 

Maxi comes with
 • Maxi Digital Communication Aid
• Listening device of your choice
 • (headphones, earphones or neck loop)
• Audio cable kit for TV
• Two-year warranty

When driving

When watching television

Listening alternatives


